New Timeline to Begin Restricting Access to the Six Nations Community

Six Nations of the Grand River Elected Council and the Emergency Control Group has moved up the timeline to begin restricting access to the community due to the large amount of non-residents entering the territory to buy cigarettes and gas. **This is effective immediately.** We are doing this action to support the business that are experiencing this overcrowding at their business. Also, effective immediately, we are **asking all non-essential businesses to shut down operations.** Please keep in mind, we are taking such action to reduce community transmission which happens when people come in close contact with one another.

Public Works is working quickly to install safety barriers at all access points in the territory.

Please see attached map.

| The red dots labelled “Stop Points” are unmanned points and will be closed to the public. Do not attempt to enter or leave the community at these points. |
| The green dots labelled “Entry Points” are manned points where community members will have access and be asked to use if leaving the territory for essential services. Visitors attempting to enter the community will be asked “If your sole purpose is for recreational or shopping purposes on the Territory - we ask that you respect our community’s decision by peacefully leaving at this time.” |

We are asking everyone to remain calm, take all necessary health precautions and most of all, STAY HOME

Six Nations members who are experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 are asked call the

**Six Nations COVID-19 Information and Assessment Centre at 1-855-977-7737 or 226-446-9909.**

Those requiring urgent medical attention should call 911.
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Media: most feet are on the ground, but we will try our best to accommodate requests. Please direct them to: Communications Officer at [clickers@sixnations.ca](mailto:clickers@sixnations.ca)
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This map has been produced with support from the Six Nations Development Trust Fund.